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Govt needs to come down heavily on fake Associations

To pick ‘blue-eyed’ Sports Associations
do not inform players in time

*Recognized Associations mar talent; unrecognized befool athletes 
Rajesh Dhar

JAMMU, Jan 21: Government of Jammu and Kashmir which,
one gets a feeling, is striving hard to carve a space in the field of
sports at the National and International scenes, needs to come down
heavily on fake and illegal Sports Associations to produce genuine,
justified and real talent, which, in turn will serve a twin purpose of
competing with the athletes having good name and fame at the
higher levels and avoid nipping talent at the bud.  

It has been observed that most of the Sports Associations in the
State either mar talent or befool budding sportspersons for their
vested interests     

It has also been observed that most of the Sports Associations
which are affiliated to the elitist Sports Body of the State, the
Jammu and Kashmir State Sports Council pick the teams/players of
their choices to represent the State at the National level, thus giving
rise to quota, favouritism and even nepotism-rather blue-eyed are
picked and the real talent is nipped before it sprouts. 

According to the reliable sources, a good number of Sports
Associations, with a purpose of selecting ‘blue-eyed’, friends and
favourites, do not inform the players in time for the selection trials,
to them in the lurch.

Sources further said that the Associations with malafied inten-
tions, rather than informing the players well in time, inform them
either on the day of trials or a day before, through newspapers or
any other medium, to bruise their psyche and avoid their participa-
tion, helping the Associations’ cause to pick the favourites.   

Sources said the recognized Sports Associations in the State,
have their Central Secretariats either in Srinagar or in Jammu,
adding that most of these Associations select the State teams pre-
dominantly on the regional bias, thus murdering the real talent.

“Hockey J&K never bothers to inform us for the selection trials
to pick the State teams. The hockey body always justifies its stand
by saying that we are beginners and do not deserve to be part of the
selection trials,” said Kashmir based female hockey players for
being ignored by Hockey J&K.      

Same is the case with Jammu based sportspersons, who cry foul
in selection policy of various sports disciplines, having dominance
in the other region, not with regard to the potential of the players,
but with regard to the political health of the office bearers of the
Associations.

Sources close to the Sports Council reveal that the office bear-
ers of the most ill structured Sports Associations select a big num-
ber of players from their own areas, helping non sportspersons to
achieve sports category certificates, thus debarring real sportsper-
sons from their meritorious rights. 

The Council sources further reveal that the office bearers of
some Associations are more concerned to help their favourites to
achieve sports category certificates, than making the State teams to
win at the higher levels.      

“The fictitious distribution of Sports Category Certificates has
been observed more than once. It has also been observed that nepo-
tism is involved in providing jobs to non sportspersons. Let the
fraud happen is the ‘buzz word’ among the office bearers of the
Associations,” revealed a senior member of the Sports Council on
the condition of anonymity.

“The custodians of illegal Sports Associations befool the bud-
ding sportspersons by making them participate in fictitious and
unrecognized tournaments. They pool money from the players,
select the teams from particular schools and make them play abroad
and claim that the school has represented the country at the
International level,” said Sports Authority of India (SAI) coach
while expressing anonymity.

The disciplines like Mastogi-Do, Hapkido, 7-a-side Cricket,
Kurash, Underarm Cricket, Silambam etc, despite being  unrecog-
nized make State teams to represent at the higher levels, simply
befooling the budding sportspersons and wasting their precious
time. Making new Associations everyday and picking players has
become a custom in Jammu and Kashmir.

Some Associations while finding it tough to get recognition and
affiliation from concerned Federations, have taken a new route of
affiliating themselves with the School Games Federation of India
(SGFI), which is not a costlier affair.

With such a system in practice, expecting Jammu and Kashmir
establish its place on the Country’s Sports Map is simply like flog-
ging a dead horse.

“We are trying to tighten the noose of those Sports Associations,
who befool the players and play with their careers. We will soon
notify the revised list of recognized Associations. We also advise
the parents and the players to check with the Sports Council Office
about the activities of a particular Association before sending their
wards to them,” said Standing Committee member of the Sports
Council.

He further said that the last Standing Committee of the Sports
Council chaired by the Minister for Sports Imran Raza Ansari also
considered initiating criminal proceedings through District
Magistrates (who are now chairpersons of District Sports
Councils), to punish these fraudulent Associations.

When contacted and asked about the autocratic way of dealing
things by the Associations, Minister for Sports, Moulvi Imran Raza
Ansari said that it is a wrong practice adopted by the Sports
Associations and the Sports Ministry will serve strict instructions to
all the recognized Associations with regard to informing the play-
ers well in time to make better teams, adding that the Ministry will
convene a meeting soon and make a revised list of recognized
Associations and take a strict action against unrecognized
Associations for holding illegal activities.

He further said that the Government is committed to promote
sports in nooks and corners of the State, adding that whosoever
hampers the cause of sports will be taken to task.   

J&K U-23 Cricket team posing for a group photograph after defeating Delhi at Amtar in
Himachal Pradesh. 

Banday, Pundir, Fazil, Rohit steal show
Record chase win by J&K against formidable Delhi
Excelsior Sports Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 21: Talented
Ahmed Banday, promising
Shubham Singh Pundir, gritty
Fazil Rashid and speedster Rohit
Sharma, besides skipper
Shubham Khajuria and left-arm
spinner Abid Mushtaq played
their role in scripting history for
Jammu and Kashmir of chasing a

total of over 300 runs against
strong Delhi in the opening
match of the Men’s Cricket
Under-23 One Day League and
Knockout Tournament at Atal
Behari Vajpayee Cricket
Stadium, Amtar in Himachal
Pradesh.

Earlier, after put into bat by
J&K skipper, Shubham
Khajuria, Delhi scored a good

total of 301 runs in 50 overs, los-
ing 6 wickets in the process.
Hiten Dalal top scored with 80
runs, while skipper Himmat
Singh and wicketkeeper Anuj
Rawat contributed 71 and 69
runs to the total respectively. For
Jammu and Kashmir, Rohit
Sharma was the pick of the
bowlers, who took 3 important
wickets by conceding 43 runs of
his 10 overs, while Abid
Mushtaq claimed 2 wickets by
giving away 42 runs of his 9
overs. Auqib Nabi also claimed
one wicket.

In reply, J&K chased the tar-
get in 48.5 overs by losing 5
wickets, thus won the match by 5
wickets. Opening batsman
Ahmad Omar Banday top scored
with 83 runs off 86 balls, studded
with 11 fours and 2 sixes, while
Shubham Singh Pundir scored
78 off 69 balls with the help of
10 boundaries. Wicketkeeper
Fazil Rashid contributed 68 runs
off equal number of balls, while
skipper Shubham Khajuria made
valuable 37 runs in the winning
cause. For Delhi Simardeep
Singh, Ahlawat, Pranshu
Vijaran, Shivank Vashishth and
Himmat Singh shared one wick-
et each.

The Jammu and Kashmir
team is being accompanied by
Former Ranji Trophy Player
Sameer Khajuria as coach, Fayaz
Hazare as manager, Dr Karan
Nayyar as physio and Mohd
Iqbal as trainer.

The team was selected by the
senior selection committee
including Ashwani Gupta
(Chairman), Vivek Sharma,
Arshid Bhat and Pradeep Bali.

S D Tara Puri High School celebrates Annual Day

Priya calls for imparting skills,
cultural education among youth

Excelsior Sports Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 21: Minister of
State for Education, Tourism and
Culture, Priya Sethi today called for
imparting skill training along with
inculcating cultural education
among the younger generation for
their holistic development.

The Minister was speaking dur-
ing Annual Day function of S.D
Tara Puri, High School, Gandhi
Nagar at Abhinav theatre here
today where she was present as a
Chief Guest.

MLC, Romesh Arora ,MLC
Vkram Randhawa, Prof. Anju
Bhasin Vice Chancellor Cluster
University, Jammu and  Director
School Education, Jammu ,S.
Ravinder Singh, were the guests of
honour.

On the occasion an impressive
and colourful function was organ-
ized by the school. The programme
began with the lightning the cere-
monial lamp followed by Ganesh
Vandana performed by the senior
wing students. The Dignitaries also
launched the 1st edition of school
magazine '̀ Vasudha" on the occa-
sion.

During her address, the
Minister exhorted upon schools to
include the elements of vocational
training as a part of their curriculum
to nurture the children from the
very beginning and asked the youth
to gain the wealth of State's rich
cultural heritage.

The Minister also stressed on
promotion of regional languages
and called for collective efforts to
promote  the Dogri language on
world stage. "Writers, Film makers,
singers and other literary artists
have a major role to play in preserv-
ing the regional languages through
their work", the Minister main-
tained.

Highlighting government's ini-
tiatives, the Minister  said that the
government has taken several
measures including imparting
vocational training, launching
career guidance programmes, and
scholarship schemes besides build-
ing enhanced infrastructure for edu-
cational, sports and cultural activi-
ties to ensure  a platform for the
younger generation  .

Priya said that the founding
members and executive body of the

school has contributed towards the
society by working on the principal
of developing not just great stu-
dents but great human beings.

Priya congratulated the school
management for organising an
impressive function based on the
theme of Patriotism and further
appreciated the creativity put in by
the organising staff to make the
event a memorable one.

The Annual day was also
reserved for a gala presentation
with a glittering bonanza of dances
captivated the audience. Songs like'
Desh Rangila' and 'Jai Ho' left the
audience enormously spell bound.

All the meritorious students in
board exams and students those
who played at National level were
awarded by the dignitaries.

Principal, Neeru Puri highlight-
ed the achievements of the school
in Annual Report with the vision
and mission of the school. The vote
of thanks was conveyed by the
School President S.S. Malhotra
whereas Amar Chauhan conducts
the proceedings for the event.

All the students of the school
participated enthusiastically. 

Students of SVM High School posing for a photograph dur-
ing Annual Day function.

SVM High School celebrates 20th Annual Day
Excelsior Sports Correspondent

UDHAMPUR, Jan 21: 20th
Annual Day cum prize distribution
function was celebrated with great
enthusiasm and fervour in the prem-
ises of SVM High School, here
today.

On this occasion, Kamal Gupta,
President was the chief guest while
Rameshwar Mengi Vice President,
Ajay Gupta General Secretary J&K
PSA along with Ajay Singh
Director ‘DEVS’, Sanjeev Luthra ,
Vishav Mohan were the guests of
honour. 

The function was presided over
by the RP Sharma, Principal of the
School.

This programme was started

with the lighting of the traditional
lamp followed by Ganesh Vandana. 

Welcome speech was presented
by Jasveer Singh. 

A beautiful cultural programme
including solo dance, group dance,
skits etc. were presented by the stu-
dents of different classes based
‘National Integration’ which
enthralled the audience. 

Annual report was presented by
Tania Sharma. 

On this occasion all position
and distinction holders from differ-
ent classes were felicitated for their
achievements in different activities
by the guests. The vote of thanks
was presented by the Shipali and
Rimpy which was followed by the
“National Anthem”. 

Cyclists during a Rally at Udhampur.

District Administration
organizes Cycle Rally  

Excelsior Sports Correspondent

UDHAMPUR, Jan 21: In
order to promote  and spread the
awareness amongst the common
masses, District Administration
Udhampur today organized a
Cycle Rally in collaboration with
Indian Oil Corporation of India
Limited and District level coordi-
nator, Oil Industry/ Manager
Jammu here at Mini Stadium
Udhampur.

Senior Superintendent of
Police Rayees  Bhat, ASP, Faisal
Quershi, Dy.Sp Hq, Kameshwar
Puri, DIO  NIC, Anil Sharma
besides other officers/officials
and cyclist were present on the
occasion. Near about 100 Cyclist
from within and outsides the dis-
trict participated in the rally.

The rally began from Town
Hall Udhampur via Gole Market,
Chabutra Bazaar, Sailan Talab,
Hospital road, Ramnagar Chowk,
Court road, Slathia  Chowk, and

finally culminated at DC Office
Udhampur. 

The event commenced with a
simple ceremony wherein caps
and T–shirts were v among the
participants with the logos carry-
ing the message of conservation
of oil. 

While addressing the rally,
DDC said that the main aim and
objectives of organizing this rally
was to create awareness among
the general public towards sensi-
ble utilization and preservation of
petroleum products.

On this occasion, DC asked
the people to spread message
among the masses to conserve
fuel for future and to save the
environment from pollution by
using cycle. He stressed on the
importance of the theme of event
and its implications on the nation-
al future and prosperity. He asked
the participants to adopt regular
cycling for the better health and
mind. 

Surinder Cricket Club,
Nagrota CC script wins

Excelsior Sports Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 21: Surinder
Cricket Club and Nagrota Cricket
Club defeated their rivals in the
ongoing KC Sports Club Cricket
Tournament at KC School ground,
here today.  

The first match was played
between Surinder CC and
Lakhotra CC. 

Batting first, SCC set a target
of  209 runs. Vijay top scored with
69 runs, while Rajesh and Vikas
contributed 41 and 25 runs respec-
tively. Mustafa and Sandeep took
2 wickets each.

While chasing the target,
Lakhotra CC bundled at 94 runs.
Rajesh took 5 wickets where as
Provin Bhat and Raju shared 2
wickets each. 

Rajesh was declared as the
man of the match.

In the second match Nagrota
Club set a target of 130 runs.
Raghu and Vikas scored 32 runs
each, while Raj contributed 17
runs. From Doctor CC, Dr Ankush
Sadotra took 3 important wickets
whereas Vishal claimed 2 wickets.

While chasing the target DCC
bundled out at 104 runs. From
DCC, Dr Rahul, Dr Aksahdeep
and Dr Shouria made 24, 15 and
16 runs resepctively. Bunty took 3
wickets while Ranjeet and Jatinder
claimed 1 wickets each.

Kabaddi players protest 
against Sports Council

Excelsior Sports Correspondent 

UDHAMPUR, Jan 21 : Today
a massive protest was held by the
players of Kabaddi Association
Udhampur against J&K State
Sports Council for not providing
Kabaddi court to them rather
organizing dangal on their court.

While addressing the media
persons Vishal Bamotra player
from Kabaddi Association said
that few months back on their
own expenses players prepared a
kabbadi court for practice but
unfortunately few days back
Sports Council issued a permis-

sion to Dangal organizers to hold
the same on this court.

Another player Kanika also
raised the issue and demanded for
an early solution. 

Among others present on the
occasion were Sunil Singh,
Sourav, Prikshit Khajuria, Subhi
Pandit, Daksh Mahajan and
Archit Mahajan.

India lose 1-2 to Belgium
TAURANGA (NEW
ZEALAND), Jan 21:

India went down fighting to
Belgium 1-2 in a thrilling final
match of the first leg of the Four
Nations Invitational tournament
at the Blake Park here today.

Tom Boon (4th minute) and
Sebastien Dockier (36th) found
the target for Belgium while
Mandeep Singh (19th) was
India's lone goal scorer.

Belgium were quick to get
off the block as they won a
penalty corner within three min-
utes of the game but Loick
Luypaert's drag flick was
superbly rendered ineffective
by India's first runner
Chinglensana Kangujam. (PTI)

R a v d e e p
Kour D/o
B h a j a n
Kour & S.
K u l d e e p
Singh R/o
B i k r a m
N a g a r ,
Near Reen

Palace, Gadigarh Jammu,
who has been awarded the
degree of Master of
Philosophy (M. Phil) in
Mathematics by the University
of Jammu. She worked on the
topic “On Ideal Convergence”
under the supervision of Prof
D.S. Jamwal.

Relieved Rafa 
survives test 

MELBOURNE, Jan 21:

Rafael Nadal battled through a
huge test to make his 10th
Australian Open quarter-final
today as Grigor Dimitrov ousted
Nick Kyrgios to join him and
Caroline Wozniacki kicked into
full gear.

On an overcast and muggy day
at Melbourne Park, the Spanish
world number one was up against
his most dangerous opponent yet
in pocket-rocket Diego
Schwartzman, one of the smallest
men on tour.

The Argentine 24th seed
endeared with his astonishingly
powerful groundstrokes before
Nadal prevailed 6-3, 6-7 (4/7),
6-3, 6-3 in almost four hours on
Rod Laver Arena. (PTI)

Excelsior Sports Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 21: Sports
plays a vital role in character
building, besides leading to a
healthy and disciplined life.
Minister of State for Transport
and Sports said this during the
prize distribution ceremony of
martyr Thakur Dass Memorial
Cricket Tournament organized
by CCDU PHE Department in
collaboration with Sports Club
Akhnoor at Boys Higher
Secondary School Akhnoor.

A total of 10 teams partici-

pated in the tournament includ-
ing teams from Akhnoor, Khour
and Jammu.

The winning team of the
tournament was awarded with
Rs 51,000 and runners-up  Rs
25000 as cash prize.

Simula Cricket Club defeat-
ed Khour Cricket Club in the
final match.

Speaking on the occasion,
the Minister said that sports not
only leads to better health but
also builds character, promotes
team spirit among the youth and
guides them towards a disci-

plined life.
The Minister said that there

is a need to put up collective
efforts on the part of govern-
ment, senior players, parents,
teachers and sports organiza-
tions to enhance the sports sce-
nario in the state.

The Minister appreciated
Rajiv Sharma MLA Akhnoor for
organizing the tournament with
an objective of providing an
opportunity to the youth to get
associated with the sports.

State President BJP Sat
Sharma, MLA Akhnoor Rajiv
sharma, MLA Khour Krishan
Bhagat, MLA Jeevan Lal, MLA
Shakti Parihar, MLA Neelam
Langeh, Mahant Rameshwar
Dass and Commissioner
Secretary PHE M. Raju were
present on the occasion.

Rajiv Sharma conducted the
proceedings for the prizes distri-
bution ceremony.

Excelsior  Correspondent

JAMMU, Jan 21: Army
Public School, Miran Sahib cel-
ebrated its Annual Day with
great elation and zest, here
today.  Major General Sanjay
Singh, SM, VSM, Patron of the
School was the chief guest on
the occasion, while Honorary
Captain Bana Singh, Param Vir
Chakra was among the invited
dignitaries.  

The programme started with
the lighting of lamp by the chief
guest, Mrs Bali  and Captain
Bana Singh, Param Vir Chakra. 

Nukad Natak for ‘Swachh
Bharat Abhiyaan”, a group
dance for ‘Save Girl Child‘ and
a Qawali to have good manners
were among the performances
held on the occasion.   

Annual report of the session
was read by the Principal of the
School.

The most memorable
moment of the function was
honouring son of the soil,
Captain Bana Singh.

Best student from each class
was awarded on the occasion.
The students were awarded with
trophies, certificates and cash
prizes for participating at
National and State level sports

competitions.
The Chairman of the School,

Brigadier PM Bali, in his
address assured the parents of
providing quality education.

APS Miran Sahib honours Capt
Bana Singh on Annual Day

Martyr Thakur Dass Memorial Cricket Tournament concludes 
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Provisional short listed Ayurveda Graduates for Bridge Programme in 
Community Health for Jammu Division.

In reference to this office advertisement notice published vide No. SHS/NHM /J&K/15082-87 dated 05/12/2017
regarding Bridge Programme in Community Health for Ayurveda Graduates in Jammu Division, for which the
written test was held on 7th January 2018 at Govt. Gandhi Nagar Hospital, Jammu, the following candidates
are provisionally short listed in first instance for the said course:
S.No Name of the Candidate Parentage District
1 Akhil Sammotra Kewal Krishan Udhampur
2 Alka Bhat Sh. M.K.Bhat Jammu
3 Amit Verma Sh.K.K verma Kathua
4 Anil Gupta Dharpal Gupta Kathua
5 Anisha Sharma Satpal Sharma Jammu
6 Ankush Sharma Sh. Romesh Chander Jammu
7 Anuradha Gupta Late. Sh. Kashuri Lal Kathua
8 Apurava Mahajan Sh. Raj Kumar Mahajan Kathua
9 Arun Kotwal Sh.Om Naryan Kotwal Udhampur
10 Ashish Koul Sh. Nana Ji Koul Jammu
11 Ashish Sharma Sh.Ravinder Mohan Sharma Doda
12 Chitrashi  Mishra Sh.Ved Parkash Sharma Kathua
13 Deepika Bavouria Sh.T.C.Bavouria Jammu
14 Geetanjali Rajput Sh. Padam Dev Singh Samba
15 Heena Verma Manhotra Sh. Amit Manhotra Jammu
16 Isha Gupta Sh. Harbans Lal Gupta Jammu
17 Jagriti Thakur W/o Sunil Singh Kathua
18 Manmeet kour Sh.Surinder Singh Jammu
19 Manmeet Singh Sodhi S. Sant Singh Azad Jammu
20 Naresh Kumar       Sh. Madan Lal Sharma Samba
21 Neeraj Gupta Sh. Bodh Raj Gupta Kathua
22 Neha Gupta Antaryami Gupta Jammu
23 Nidhi Goswami Sh.Romesh Cal Udhampur
24 Nidhi Gupta W/O Dr. Abhishek Vaid Jammu
25 Poonam Andotra Sh.Ram Singh Kathua
26 Priyanka Manmeet Singh Sodhi Jammu
27 Rachin Shivgotra Sh. Isher Dass Jammu
28 Raghvi Mahajan Sh.Ajit kumar Mahajan Samba
29 Rahul Singh Des raj Jammu
30 Rajeev Anand Sh.Sham Sundar Doda
31 Rakhi Khajuria Dr. K.L. Khajuria Jammu
32 Ridhima Dr. Virendra kumar Puri Jammu
33 Rohit Sharma Sh. Gyan  Chand Rajouri
34 Roshi Sharma Sh. Bishan Dass Sharma Jammu
35 Sandeep Sharma Sh.Ram Parshad Sharma Doda
36 Sania Randhawa Sh. Dev Raj Randhawa Kathua
37 Sanjeev Singh Sh.Daleep Singh Doda
38 Sarita Rajan Sh.Vijay Rajan Doda
39 Shafali Sharma w/o Vijay Sharma Jammu
40 Shefali Magotra Sh. Prabhu Dayal Jammu
41 Simranjeet Singh Sh. Ramnik Singh Jammu
42 Sujata Satish Chander Sharma Kathua
43 Suneeta Devi Dr. Jaimal Dass Kathua
44 Tejpreet kour Sh.Nirmal singh Jammu
45 Veena Raina Sh. Hoshari Lal Jammu
46 Vishal Sadhotra Sh. Chander Mohan Sadhotra Udhampur
47 Yaamini Wazir W/o Amit Jammu

The shortlisting of  above mentioned candidates is subject to verification of their original documents and fulfillment of terms and condi-
tions as mentioned in the above referred advertisement notice.

The provisionally short listed candidates are directed to report NHM Office, Nagrota within one week of publication of this notice along with
original documents. After verification of documents, subsequent counseling/ interview of the candidates will be held which shall be notified
separately.
DIP/J-3237-P Sd/- 
Dt: 20-1-2018 Mission Director 

NHM, J&K


